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London into touch with medicine in a valuable manner. The

question of the position of the University towards those who
have already subscribed for the erection and maintenance of
a central institute at South Kensington, in case the money is
not employed to provide instruction in the preliminary
medical sciences, we are not prepared to argue. It is one

of conscience and one of law ; decision upon the moral duty
will follow presumably when the legal position has been
made clear.

The General and Local Infectivity
of Cancer.

Two papers of importance on the subject of cancer have

appeared in recent numbers of THE LANCET and we think
it well to draw attention to them, for every new fact,
every fresh appreciation of a fact, connected with cancer is
a step towards the full understanding of malignant disease
and therefore a step towards the subjection of this most
resistant malady. The first of the two papers is by Pro-
fessor E. GOLDMANN of Freiburg ; it deals with the manner

of growth of malignant disease, especially with reference to
the vascular system.l When a malign growth, whether a
carcinoma or a sarcoma, invades the tissues the blood-

vessels of the part enlarge and the questions arise: Is this

overgrowth of the vessels merely for the purpose of

favouring the nutrition of the new growth ? for, if so, the

body is indeed doing itself an ill-service if it thus assists

its enemy; or, Is this vascular hypertrophy an attempt on
the part of the body to protect itself against its invaders ?
The evidence is by no means conclusive but it points
steadily in one direction. In the veins in health the vasa

vasorum penetrate deeply, reaching even to the neighbour-
hood of the intima, while in arteries the vasa vasorum rarely
proceed further than the outer coat. When a malignant
growth attacks a blood-vessel the depth to which the tumour
cells proceed corresponds closely to the depth of the vasa
vasorum and therefore we are justified in thinking that the
tumour cells have attacked the blood-vessel by the channel
of the vasa vasorum. When pathological conditions arise in
an artery its vessels permeate the whole thickness of the
arterial wall. This vascular degeneration is almost certainly
a predisposing factor in the dissemination of the malign
growth but it must not be confused with the new

formation of vessels which occurs in new growths,
for in every growing tumour, whether carcinoma or

sarcoma, there is an extensive formation of new vessels;
this is most apparent in the zone of proliferation which
in infiltrating tumours corresponds to their periphery.
As the malignant growth increases in size its centre tends
to necrose and the new blood-vessels are seen only at the

margin. This formation of new vessels in and around a

tumour is best seen in vascular organs such as the breast;
the tumour appears to irritate the blood-vessels and this

irritation is most noticeable in the vessels facing the growing
tumour and it can be seen easily in regions to which the
tumour has not yet advanced. The affected vessel curves

itself into spirals and sends forth numerous capillary off-
shoots towards the invading growths. The impetus which

gives rise to the proliferation of blood-vessels comes from

1 THE LANCET, Nov. 2nd, 1907, p. 1236.

the invading cell but the new formation of blood-vessels is

dependent upon the general powers of the individual to re-
act as well as upon the physiological condition of the blood-

supply of the invaded tissues. Professor GOLDMANN looks

upon this new formation of vessels as a standard by which

may be tested the body’s power of reacting against malignant
tumours. We may regard the increase of vasa vasorum in the
walls of the blood-vessels as an attempt to guard the vessels

against changes from within or without, even though these
new vasa vasorum may form channels along which cancer
cells may pass. The newly formed vessels in the new growth
are the result of an attempt to combat the invading cells,
even though the growth may at times spread by these very
vessels. The body has powers of fighting cancer and at
times it may succeed in vanquishing the invader. The

necrosis which so often occurs in the centre of a cancer is

the result of a fight between the invading cells and the
tissues of the body. Many cases have been recorded in which
tumours certainly cancerous have disappeared or in which
the growth has been retarded, sometimes spontaneously
and sometimes after the employment of various agents.
In these cases we must look upon the victory as the result of
the employment of the defensive powers of the body and the
increased vascularity enables more of the defensive substances
to be brought to bear on the part. We know at present
nothing as to what these defensive substances are or where
they are manufactured, but the body’s first line of defence
is established on the boundary of the invading growth and
this may explain cases where the removal of a slow growth
may be followed rapidly by a virulent recurrence. In such

a case it may well be that the surgeon may have destroyed
the barrier of defence which the body had carefully raised
during the long period of the tumour’s existence. The

resemblance between these defensive processes against
malignant growth and those in infectious disease is very

striking and it is hardly too much to hope that the near

future may give us artificial aids in fighting the invaders,
such as we possess already against several infectious diseases.
Professor GOLDMANN promises us at some future time an

account of his researches into the causes of retarded

metastases and we look forward with pleasure to the falfil-
ment of his promise.
The other paper to which we alluded is equally important

but deals with quite another aspect of malignant diseased 2

Mr. CHARLES RYALL draws attention to some facts in con-

nexion with recurrence of carcinoma after operations which
hitherto have not received the attention which is their due.

When recurrence occurs beyond the area of the operation
the surgeon is justified in thinking that the operation was
probably too restricted and that a wider removal would have
prevented the recurrence ; or where the recurrence appears in
a distant organ he is justified in thinking that the metastatic
growth had established itself before the date at which the

primary growth was removed. If, however, a recurrence

occurs in the margins of the wound, in the suture holes or
elsewhere in the area of the operation, we are justified in
thinking that the recurrence is due to an infection of the

wound by some cancer cells. This is the thesis which

Mr. RYALL wishes to prove. The possibility of such an

2 THE LANCET, Nov. 9th, 1907, p. 1311.
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infection has long been recognised. We know that

implantation of a portion of a carcinoma may give rise
to another mass of new growth in the same person and it is
certain that an infection of the wound is possible. Only too
often has the surgeon incised with a scalpel a doubtful mass
in the breast and with the same scalpel he has proceeded to
remove the whole breast. We cannot doubt that by thus

acting infection may have occurred and recurrence may
have been assured. Mr. RYALL quotes many cases to prove
his point. In one case only one of the holes made by a
needle at the operation has been the site of the recurrence ;
in another, in order to remove affected glands in the supra-
clavicular fossa the clavicle was divided, the wound

healed, but the clavicle became the site of a recur-

rence, the bone having been doubtlessly infected at

the site of its division. In a third case the whole chest

wall became involved in a cancer " en cuirasse " within

two months of the operation for removal of a small tumour of
the breast; in this case the same scalpel was used for incising
the growth and excising the breast. In another case an Iextensive and rapidly fatal infection of the neck followed the &iacute;
rupture during removal of an epitheliomatous gland. In a 

Icase of carcinoma of the rectum after excision had been I
performed diffuse malignant disease followed. Such

cases as those we have quoted must be known to

most surgeons and the great risk of infection cannot be

denied. The surgeon should take elaborate precautions to pre-
vent even the smallest chance of such an infection. If possible
a doubtful tumour should not be cut into and excised at the

same operation. The incision wound should be hermetically
sealed, or even healed, before the healthy tissues sur-

rounding the tumour are incised. If, however, it is abso-

lutely necessary to incise and to remove a malignant growth
on the same day the most elaborate precautions should be
taken that no infection of the excision occurs. The skin

must be freshly prepared, the surgeon’s and his assistants’
hands must be sterilised afresh, and every instrument,
including the needles, must be boiled once more. The

sponges, the lotions, and the sutures must all be new. Many
surgeons have recognised this danger and have taken pains
to guard against it ; but the magnitude of the risk is even
now not fully recognised by all and Mr. RYALL’S paper is

therefore a valuable contribution to the treatment of

cancer.

Dakhyl v. Labouchere.
THE case of DAKHYL v. LABOUCHERE, an action for

alleged libel, which occupied the King’s Bench Division of
the High Court of Justice for a period of five days, had

!nany points of interest for the medical profession. The

pfaintiff is of Syrian nationality, possessing a medical

degree obtained in 1899 in Paris, where, as soon as

he had obtained it, he commenced practice as an

aural specialist. According to his evidence, he was so

successful as to make E2000 in his first year of practice
(including .61000 from a single grateful patient) and 35,000
francs (say 1400) in his second year, during which no
specially bountiful person appears to have been forthcoming.
Notwithstanding this prosperity he was induced to come to
London, on June 24th, 1901, as " physician " to the " Drouet

Institute," where his remuneration as 
" physician 

"

was the modest sum of 32 per month for attend-

ing on the premises to conduct treatment by correspon-
dence, with a percentage of undeclared amount upon any
fees of 5s. each which were paid for consultations by
patients who personally attended. In the interest of his

employers, whose profits appear to have been made upon
drugs and appliances, Dr. DAKHYL was bound to maintain
the possibility not only of forming a correct diagnosis of the
nature and cause of deafness by the perusal of the answers
sent by deaf persons to a string of questions, but also the
possibility of treating it successfully by written directions
concerning the use of a variety of plasters, powders, and

appliances which were sent out by the " institute " and
charged for at the highest prices which dupes could be
induced to pay. At the same time it was necessary to admit

that there were certain advantages attendant upon a personal
interview, which was more remunerative to Dr. DAKHYL

than correspondence, and the difficulty of reconciling the two

positions was a stumbling-block in the way of the plaintiff.

It was obligatory upon the servant of the "institute" to

represent the merits of the two systems as being nearly alike,
with only a slight preponderance in favour of an interview.
The efforts of the plaintiff’s counsel were consequently
directed to show that respectable practitioners asked

questions of their patients and derived guidance from the

replies ; while counsel for the defence put forward the
obvious fact that any guidance thus obtained does not extend
farther than to indicate the lines on which direct examination

should be commenced. Mr. LABOUCHERE, who was defendant
in the case in his capacity of proprietor of Trzcth, has often
rendered good service to the public by the warnings given
in that paper against quacks and impostors of many
kinds and has been called upon to defend many actions

which such persons have brought. The case under discussion

differs widely from most of its kind, in that the plaintiff,
although not on the Medical Register and not amenable to
the jurisdiction of the General Medical Council, is really
possessed of a medical qualification, so that the description
of him as a " quack of the rankest species " appeared on the
face of things to be a libel. Fortunately, the meaning of
the word quack is not very well established, and counsel for
the defence were able to convince the jury that Dr. DAKHYL’S
claim to be able to form diagnoses and to conduct treatment
on no better grounds than those furnished by written replies
to questions was essentially baseless and sufficient to

justify the terms in which he was described. It was shown

that the plaintiff had severed his connexion with the

Drouet Institute before the alleged libel was published, but
his reason for the severance was admitted by himself to be
the dissatisfaction which a change of income from 2000 or
even 1400 to about .E400 a year might be expected to pro-
duce even in the best balanced mind ; and it seems hardly to
have been disputed that the principles and methods of the
I I institute had been carried by him into the private
practice which he conducted after depriving the ’’ institute 

"

of his services. It is a matter for deep regret that a qualified
medical practitioner of whatever nationality should have
adopted the line of conduct to which Dr. DAKHYL was com-
pelled under cross-examination to confess, but the blot upon
the profession is too insignificant to have any appreciable


